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Foreword
We are at an important stage in the life of the Waterways. It has been almost a year since
the Canal and River Trust (CRT) was established and a new era in governance began.
As Joint Chairs of the APPG for Waterways we know the crucial role that canals and rivers
play in England and Wales. From anglers to dog walkers and from cyclists to boat owners,
the Waterways are a part of our everyday life and an important area of our heritage.
The Waterway Partnerships will play a key role in the governance structure of the CRT,
bringing together a myriad of users to help inform CRT about what users need. This bottom
up approach is a welcome move for the Waterways and it is important for CRT and the
Waterway Partnerships to capitalise on the potential this reform represents.
Our Inquiry showed that the vast majority of Partnerships have their structures in place and
are beginning to work towards their goals. While these are still early days, we are pleased
with the progress the Partnerships have made and look forward to seeing how they develop
in the future.

Huw Irranca-Davies MP

Sir Tony Baldry MP

Joint Chairs of the APPG for Waterways
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Introduction
The All Party Parliamentary Group for Waterways, led by Sir Tony Baldry MP and Huw
Irranca-Davies MP, both former Waterways Ministers, have conducted an Inquiry to
evaluate the progress of the Canal and River Trust (CRT) Waterway Partnerships in England
and Wales and to understand their future plans. This report details the findings of that
Inquiry together with recommendations for the Partnerships and other relevant bodies.
In its plans for “A New Era for the Waterways” published in March 2011 the Government
proposed that new Canal & River Trust Waterway Partnerships be established in each of the
managed waterways areas as part of the new governance arrangements for the Canal and
River Trust (CRT).
The thirteen CRT Waterway Partnerships have now been established and the CRT describes
their purpose on its website as to “help shape plans for each waterway. They guide the
Trust’s decisions about spending and help develop local engagement, external funding
while championing the interests of the waterways.”
Structure of the Inquiry
The APPG held two evidence sessions and gathered oral evidence from ten witnesses as well
as written evidence from stakeholders. Questions were based around the terms of
reference for the Inquiry (see below) and were focused on the Waterway Partnerships'
Structure, Funding and Community Relationships.
The Inquiry was framed and structured around three terms of reference, these were:
 To understand the aims and progress of CRT Waterway Partnerships to date.
 How they are developing relationships with LAs, LEPs and engaging the
community.
 To understand the future aims of Waterway Partnerships.
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Findings and Recommendations
This report will present its findings under the sub-headings of Structure, Funding and
Community Relationships. These headings represent the focus of the Inquiry.
STRUCTURE
The Waterway Partnerships are essential to making the new CRT structure work and they
have made significant progress since their inception. Whilst some Partnerships have been
further developed than others, all thirteen Partnerships now have Chairs and a membership.
The Partnerships need to be commended that these memberships are formed of a diverse
range of stakeholders among them canoeists, anglers and boaters. This diversity is integral
to the success of the Partnerships as representative bodies of the waterways.
All Waterway Partnerships are developing a strategic plan. The Partnerships are working on
the development of these plans with varying progress depending on the Partnership's age.
West Midlands, one of the older Partnerships, has begun public consultation on its plan and
this will be published in the summer of 2013. One of the youngest Partnerships, the South
East, has had meetings with CRT to discuss strategy but has not yet formulated a draft plan.
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The strategic plans are an important and necessary feature of the Partnerships that will give
them direction. Currently the Partnerships are relying heavily on their chairs. Tamsin Phipps,
Interim Chair of the Kennet & Avon Waterway Partnership, said that with the direction of
the strategic plans, Partnership members will be able to take on more responsibility.
A key aspect of this is the Partnerships’ relationship with their regional Waterways
Manager. As stated in the Government document 'A New Era for the Waterways'
Partnerships are expected to work with their Waterways Manager to "support and develop
waterway planning, management and operations for the benefit of everyone interested in
the waterways". Peter Mathews described West Midlands Partnership’s relationship with
their manager as very successful and Tamsin Phipps said that her manager was "super".
However, this is not the case for every Partnership, David Wheeler, a member of the South
Wales & Severn Partnership believed that the Partnership's relationship with their manager
was poor, stating that "my impression so far is that the Waterways Manager is leading our
Chairman and every time we raise an issue we are told that it is operational and therefore
not part of our remit. We are being treated as a glorified PR and fundraising group with no
input into how the waterway is actually managed."
David Wheeler's comments suggest that in at least one case there is confusion about the
role of the Waterway Partnerships. It is important that Waterway Partnerships have clarity
of role and purpose so that both its members and stakeholders know what can be asked of
them and what they are able to achieve.
Recommendation 1: To ensure that Waterway Partnerships have clarity of role and
stakeholders are clear of the purpose of the Waterway Partnerships in order to maximise
their effectiveness and utility.

The Waterway Partnerships’ strategic plans will be in place within a year. The Partnerships
then need to focus on delivering these plans. As part of this delivery a key aspect of the
Partnerships will be the dissemination of best practice. Robin Evans, Chief Executive of CRT,
informed the Inquiry that the dissemination of best practice is an ever evolving and constant
challenge for them. He stated that they had already put in place and held informal meetings
between Partnerships. In addition, Peter Mathews said that West Midlands was pursuing
best practice by developing cross border co-ordination with Central Shires Partnership. All
witnesses viewed the dissemination of best practice as an important part of the Waterway
Partnerships success. APPG member, Andrew Miller MP, suggested the development of a
peer review system for the Waterway Partnerships. Witnesses reacted positively to this
suggestion with John Best calling it a "welcome addition". John Best also stated that it would
be most effective once the strategic plans were in place and the Partnerships’ infrastructure
was fully operational. This sentiment was agreed upon by the witnesses.
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Recommendation 2: To establish a peer review system in 2014 to allow Waterway
Partnerships to learn from each other and further the dissemination of best practice
between Partnerships.

FUNDING
Funding is a crucial aspect of the Waterway Partnerships. Robin Evans stated that he
expected the Partnerships to be self-funded and to be a source of revenue for CRT.
It is important for CRT to get this message across to the Partnerships as currently there is
some misunderstanding. For example, John Best, Chair of the South East Partnership, said
he would like to see part of the income that CRT would gain from the new marinas on the
Oxford Canal be given to the Partnership. This is in contrast with Robin Evans’ expectation
for the Partnerships above. The Partnerships should not expect funding from CRT sources
that they have not helped introduce themselves. CRT does not have to expect to help
finance the Partnerships as the Partnerships should be able to develop funding streams to
maintain their own running costs. Additional money received beyond their running costs will
go to CRT. However, the APPG believes that this additional money should be allocated to
that local Partnership's region to incentivise Partnerships to continue to develop funding
above and beyond their operating costs.

Recommendation 3: To ensure that Partnerships have clarity of their financial role and
that funding from the Partnerships beyond their operating costs are used within that local
Partnership's region.

Some Partnerships have already engaged in self-funding activities, such as West Midlands,
who have already received an £80,000 grant for the Partnership and are working on finding
more. Peter Mathews, Chair of West Midlands Partnership, did however express concern
that in the future they may become reliant on Local Authority funding; a reliance he wished
to avoid. Partnerships should take the example of West Midlands and apply for grants, in
collusion with local stakeholders when possible, as an excellent way to supplement their
funding.
LAs, LEPs and the wider business community will play an integral role in Partnerships’
funding. A number of Partnerships have already begun to take active roles in developing
funding opportunities from Local Authorities. A number of LAs are already investing in the
waterways. For example, Mike Maryon, Staffordshire County Councillor, reported that they
APPG Waterways Inquiry into Waterway Partnerships
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were already engaged in five restoration projects on the waterways. Karen Creavin,
Birmingham City Council, said that they were developing a Canal Business Hub. This suggests
that there would be a willingness from Councils to help fund Waterway Partnerships and
Partnership projects.

As a member of the Black Country LEP, Peter Mathews could confirm that West Midlands
Partnership was engaging with the LEP. However, he stated that LEPs have little funding
themselves and while they should be approached to support the Waterway Partnerships
they cannot act as the main drivers. Walter Menzies, Chair of the Manchester and Pennines
Partnership, stated that LEPs were focused on the language of jobs and growth and that the
Partnerships would need to use this language to engage with the LEPs.
Many Waterway Partnerships have not got to the stage of engaging with LEPs and do not
see it as a priority. For example, Central Shires Partnership is currently working through a
priority list of Local Authorities. The LEP does not appear on the list and Charlotte Atkins,
the Central Shires Partnership Chair, said that it was "not on their radar".
Charlotte Atkins believed that one of the best ways of bringing in income to the
Partnerships was through engaging the local business community. It will also have the effect
of developing awareness of the canals and increasing volunteering. Mike Maryon agreed
with this approach stating that Councils should work with the Partnerships to bring in
business development to the canals.
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Recommendation 4: Waterway Partnerships should approach LEPs, LAs, the business
community and other bodies to develop joint bids for funding and secure support for the
Waterway Partnerships and its projects.

The Waterway Partnerships future funding aims must be to develop self sufficiency through
a combination of funding through Local Authorities, LEPs and the business community and
other bodies. Robin Evans gave an example of the level of income he expected them to
bring in by saying that if 50% of Partnership members brought in £80,000 each, that would
be a good result. Whilst the APPG recognises and approves of Robin's ambition, it believes it
is premature to expect Waterway Partnerships to be achieving these figures; they should
still aim to be self-funded by the end of the 2014.

Recommendation 5: Waterway Partnerships should continue to develop relationships with
LAs, LEPs and the local business community with an aim to be self-funded in all their
activities by the end of 2014.

COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
John Best stated that the prime directive of the Partnerships was to develop successful
relationships with Local Authorities and community organisations. All Partnerships are
building or planning on building relationships with Local Authorities. John Best said that
building these relationships with Local Authorities takes time and that there would not be
visible results for a while. He stated that early conversations with Local Authorities showed
that some of them embraced the Partnerships while others were almost unaware of their
existence.
It was suggested that local MPs be contacted to help engage with those Local Authorities
who had not naturally embraced their local waterways.

Recommendation 6: Waterway Partnerships should contact local MPs and through them
develop the Partnerships’ relationships with Local Authorities who do not already have a
strong link with the waterways. The APPG is willing to help with this and provide
introductions.
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Karen Creavin explained to the Inquiry that most Local Authorities do not have a
department that is dedicated to the waterways and instead they are moved between
departments depending on the current agenda. This creates very little focus for the
waterways in Local Authorities. APPG Chair, Sir Tony Baldry, suggested that Partnerships
nominate Council Champions for the waterways. These Councillors would be a direct go-to
for the Waterway Partnerships and promote the waterways within their Local Authority.
Witnesses supported this idea and John Best stated that developing a portfolio for
Councillors would help them be able to use the waterways as a resource. Karen Creavin
believed that Council Champions would give the waterways much needed grounding in
Local Authorities.

Recommendation 7: Waterways Partnerships should talk to Local Councillors and
encourage them to become a Champion for the waterways. This will help promote the
waterways within Local Authorities and give them grounding within councils.
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As a charity, volunteers are a key part of CRT’s future strategy. CRT clocked over 40,000
hours of volunteering last year on the waterways and has a desire to expand this figure. The
Waterway Partnerships will play a crucial role in increasing the number of volunteers.

All witnesses agreed that volunteering was very important in this new era of the waterways
and whilst having inherent value could also help achieve their other objectives. For example,
Mark Lang, Chair of the All Wales Partnership, stated that increasing volunteering would
help develop a sense of ownership within the community for the waterways and may give
rise to fundraising opportunities. As one of the Partnerships’ main priorities is to develop
local community relations they are in the perfect position to assist in recruiting volunteers
for CRT and to develop their own bank of volunteers to help them deliver their own
projects.

Recommendation 8: Waterway Partnerships need to develop a plan to encourage and
increase volunteering and to be able to handle these increased numbers effectively.
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A continuing problem for the waterways identified by the witnesses was the lack of socioeconomic and ethnic diversity. This manifests both in the waterways users and its
volunteers. This is a long standing problem and the Waterway Partnerships are a great
opportunity to engage with this issue. Charlotte Atkins said that regenerating areas of the
waterways that were situated in lower socio-economic regions would not only have a great
impact on the local environment and local people but also for the waterways as a whole; as
many of the users will pass through these areas during waterways activities.

Recommendation 9: Waterways Partnerships should develop projects and programmes to
deliver greater socio-economic and ethnic diversity within the waterways.

The high average age of waterways users was raised by the witnesses and there was
agreement that there was an urgent need to encourage young people to use the waterways.
CRT also sees this as a priority and believes there needs to be a focus on education. CRT
currently has 40 volunteer teachers with the aim to procure more. Tamsin Phipps believed
that currently CRT does not produce enough material for teachers to help them organise
lessons around the canals. However, Robin Evans reported that CRT had a tight budget
making this difficult. Mark Lang believed that the Welsh Government would help support
outdoor learning in schools but there was no obvious answer for England.
Currently CRT's focus has been on Key Stage 2 (7-11 year olds). Charlotte Atkins believes
that the focus should instead be on teenagers as a focus here would increase the volunteer
pool and get them actively involved in the waterways. Mark Lang disagreed stating that the
focus should remain on Key Stage 2; as getting children involved at this age will increase the
chance they will use the waterways through their teenage years. He believed a focus on
teenagers would be too late.
Some Partnerships are already engaging young people. For example, the South East
Partnership is developing a leadership module for young people in canoeing and angling and
the West Midlands Partnership has a young Partnership member that is helping to develop
educational opportunities. Partnerships should follow these examples and develop different
methods.

Recommendation 10: Waterway Partnerships should develop a programme of activities to
encourage young people to use the waterways.
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Charlotte Atkins told the Inquiry that there is little local media attention for waterways. CRT
currently has a national media team but has little to no contact with local waterways press.
Charlotte Atkins believes that strong local media coverage will have positive effects on
volunteering, relationships with the local community and local businesses. CRT has recently
announced a fund for local PR. This has been welcomed by Charlotte Atkins and the other
witnesses.
The APPG found that social media was currently not being used by the Partnerships. As a
free service, social media is a great way for the waterways to interact with the wider
community especially young people. For example, Sir Tony Baldry suggested that
Partnerships use social media combined with local events to help build up a mailing list for
interested parties and as an easy means of developing communication and information
links.

Recommendation 11: Waterway Partnerships should build a local and social media profile
to help further the development of community relations.
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Conclusion
The Waterway Partnerships have shown a significant amount of progress in a short period of time.
Since their formation nine months ago, the Waterway Partnerships have interviewed and appointed
Chairs and a diverse membership. They have begun the development of their strategic plans that will
shape their agendas for the future. On top of this, many Partnerships have begun their goal of
reaching out to the wider community through Local Authorities, Local Economic Partnerships,
community groups and stakeholders.
As the Partnerships develop their plans they need to be clear on the role that they play to maximise
their effectiveness and utility. The Partnerships can continue to maximise their effectiveness through
the development of a peer review system later on in 2014.
In addition, the Partnerships need to be clear of their financial role within CRT and understand that
they need to develop their own revenue schemes to fund themselves and provide income for CRT.
Ensuring that the Waterway Partnerships will be able to cover their operating costs will be a crucial
aspect of their success. The APPG is pleased to see that Partnerships have already begun looking into
funding and believes that they should aim to be completely self funded by the end of 2014.
The other key objective of the Waterway Partnerships is to develop community relationships. The
APPG is pleased to see that many Partnerships have already approached Local Authorities and it is
important for this work to continue. The APPG recommends using local MPs as a way to connect to
Local Authorities and the creation of Council Champions to give grounding and support to the
waterways within Local Authorities.
As part of their work in developing community relations, the APPG considers it crucial that the
Waterway Partnerships work to encourage engagement with areas of the community that
traditionally have not been active in the waterways, such as ethnic minorities and areas of the
waterways with lower socio-economic backgrounds. Engaging young people will be important to the
future of the waterways and the APPG believes that the Waterway Partnerships can assist in this
engagement through the development of activities for young people. All of these developments in
community relations will help further CRT's goal of increasing the number of volunteers. Volunteers
will play a key role in the future of this new era for the waterways and Waterway Partnerships need
to encourage volunteering and develop their own pool of volunteers that they can drawn upon to
help them fulfil their objectives.
The Waterway Partnerships have achieved a lot in a short amount of time and represent the huge
potential in the new governance structure for the waterways. They have the opportunity to further
enhance the waterways demographic and its popular appeal. The APPG looks forward to seeing the
continued development of the Waterway Partnerships and will revisit them in a future Inquiry when
the Partnerships have become more established.
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Appendix A - List of Recommendations

Structure
Recommendation 1: To ensure that Waterway Partnerships have clarity of role and stakeholders are
clear of the purpose of the Waterway Partnerships in order to maximise their effectiveness and
utility.
Recommendation 2: To establish a peer review system in 2014 to allow Waterway Partnerships to
learn from each other and further the dissemination of best practice between Partnerships.

Funding
Recommendation 3: To ensure that Partnerships have clarity of their financial role and that revenue
from the Partnerships beyond their operating costs are used within that Partnership's region.
Recommendation 4: Waterway Partnerships should approach LEPs, LAs, the business community and
other bodies to develop joint bids for funding and secure support for the Waterway Partnerships and
its projects.
Recommendation 5: Waterway Partnerships should continue to develop relationships with LAs, LEPs
and the local business community with an aim to be self-funded in all their activities by the end of
2014.

Community Relationships
Recommendation 6: Waterway Partnerships should contact local MPs and through them develop the
Partnerships’ relationships with Local Authorities who do not already have a strong link with the
waterways. The APPG is willing to help with this and provide introductions.
Recommendation 7: Waterway Partnerships should talk to Local Councillors and encourage them to
become a Champion for the waterways. This will help promote the waterways within Local
Authorities and give them grounding within councils.
Recommendation 8: Waterway Partnerships need to develop a plan to encourage and increase
volunteering and to be able to handle these increased numbers effectively.
Recommendation 9: Waterways Partnerships should develop projects and programmes to deliver
greater socio-economic and ethnic diversity within the waterways.
Recommendation 10: Waterway Partnerships should develop a programme of activities to
encourage young people to use the waterways.
Recommendation 11: Waterway Partnerships should build a local and social media profile to help
further the development of community relations.
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Appendix B - List of Witnesses

Tony Hales (CRT Chairman)
Robin Evans (CRT Chief Executive)
Charlotte Atkins (Central Shires Waterway Partnership Chair)
Cllr Mike Maryon (Cabinet Member for Highways & Transport, Staffordshire County Council)
Peter Mathews (West Midlands Waterway Partnership Chair)
John Best (South East Waterway Partnership Chair)
Karen Creavin (Head of Sports & Physical Activity, Birmingham City Council)
Mark Lang (All Wales Waterway Partnership Chair)
Walter Menzies (Manchester & Pennine Waterway Partnership Chair)
Tamsin Phipps (Kennet & Avon Waterway Partnership Interim Chair)
Emma Fearnley (Kennet & Avon Waterway Partnership Member)

Appendix C - List of Panel Members

Sir Tony Baldry MP
Huw Irranca-Davies MP
Andrew Miller MP
Lord Jim Knight
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Appendix D - List of Written Submissions

British Marine Federation
Commercial Boat Operators Association
Residential Boat Owners' Association
Worcester Birmingham & Droitwich Canals Society
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